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1. Mapping of all our catches over the past month:  The map below shows our 
combined rat and possum catches for this past month. 
  
Geoff is not on our map yet, but he has caught four possums since Dec and even caught a 
rabbit for me to replenish our supplies for the DOC200 traps targeting stoats around Sharp 
Bush. (Stoats prefer fresh rabbit as bait). 

2. Six Stoat catches around Sharp Bush. The map below is of stoat catches around 
Sharp Bush in DOC 200s in the past 3 months. 

The Stoat:  New 
Zealand's number 1 predator and 
notoriously difficult to catch. 
This year was a big year for rats 
and that in turn brings an 
increase of stoats. They are born 
hunters and hunt to kill, not 
necessarily because they are 
hungry. They are solitary animals 
and males impregnate the 
females when very young and 
thereafter male and females are 
free to hunt alone. 
 They are fast, can climb, swim 
(longest distance is to Rangitoto 
from the mainland!), have a good 
sense of smell, acute hearing, 
are fearless, tackling prey much 
larger than themselves; and have 



sharp teeth. Ground birds and those on nests with chicks are powerless against them.  

One stoat can kill 100 birds, chicks and eggs on nests in a month, and the timing of 
young stoats development coincides with the bird breeding season. Females have 7-20 
eggs within so it’s very good to catch a female 

Pic of Stoat- note the black tail tip  
  

3. Some pointers on wasp control 

Paper wasps fly with long dangly legs, and make usually small nests attached to trees, or 
under eaves, and large leaves. They prey on Monarch butterflies at all stages of its life 
cycle. You can spray the nest with insect repellant when ‘quiet’ in the morning or evening 

 

A fairly large paper wasp nest



German wasps and common wasps (large with yellow stripes) are ground nesting and 
the nest size increases in March-April. Thankfully numbers are very low this year 
They are more aggressive than paper wasps. 

Tips for avoiding stings by these wasps:  
a) If clearing bush cover up and avoid blue or purple coloured clothing 
which is said to attract them 
b) Nests have to be in dry areas eg on slopes or in logs and the wasps 
emerge from a hole -look ahead and if you see them flying up from low 
down you should circumnavigate. Even a metre away can be enough to 
avoid attack (two metres is better!). 
c) "No wasps powder” by Kiwicare (Mitre 10) is something you could use at night to treat a 
nest. Read the instructions before applying and be very careful near large nests 


